New idea of thumb picks "TAB Special"
US and Japan patented product
TAB Special is assembled in two parts. This thumb pick with a breakthrough

Four major characteristics of "TAB Special"

3. Promotes a clear sound through the slit opening and springy design features.
4. No catching of strings is caused by inner side of thumb pick as with traditional thumb picks.
Caution
Keep them in a place inaccessible to children.
The Thumb pick is to be used for only playing instruments such as the guitar.
Note that the pick belt can be cut and adjusted when it is pulled strongly.

TAB Special Thumb Pick price: 500 yen per each
< TP101-B > blue, < TP102-G > green, < TP103-P > pink, < TP104-BK > black,
< TP105-BKxBK > black (belt: black), < TP106-RxBK > red (belt: black),
< TP107-YxBK > yellow (belt: black), < TP108-WxBK > white (belt: black),
< TP109-SVxBK > silver (belt: black), < TP110-BRxBK > brown (belt: black)

2,100 yen

Made in Japan

" TAB Acoustic guitar Stand Super mini"
The Supermini may be attached during playing guitar as well as
using it as a guitar stand.

Major characteristics of " TAB Acoustic guitar Stand Super mini"
1. Enable to place it on site during playing guitar.
2. Enable to play guitar with attaching of Supermini!
3. Guitar-friendly soft resin applied during manufacturing!

Caution
The product can use with normal acoustic guitar belt button, however,
please note that the product may be unusable depending on the size
or shape of guitar.
No warranty is given as to the tip-resistant.
Please note that accidental breakage or toppling of the guitar caused
by using the product is not covered by the warranty.

TAB Acoustic guitar Stand Super mini price: 750 yen per each
< GS201 > black, < GS202 > brown, < GS203 > clear
Made in Japan

Ceramic Bottleneck Slide bar "GIANT BONE BAR"
This is the what ultimate bottle neck slide bar.
We highly recommend to all slide players of acoustic and electric guitars.

Major characteristics of "GIANT BONE BAR"
1. Outstanding play from covering all the strings to single string playing.
2. Ceramics and porcelain gives you impressive vibrancy from clear to mellow sound.
3. The smooth edge of both ends, reduces noise when you play multiple strings.
4. Smooth slide playing as only ceramics can achieve.
5. Great vibrato and sustain from its moderate weight.
Caution
The slide bar may be broken by strong impact or dropping as
it is ceramics. In case of breakage - caution is needed as
fragments could be sharp and care is needed in its disposal.
It is not allowed to be used for any purpose other than play
instruments such as guitar.
Keep them in a place inaccessible to children.
Each slide bar is handmade and as such there may be variations

Giant Bone Bar price: 2,800 yen
< GB401 > Ceramic Bottleneck Slide Bar
Made in Japan

Brassware Bottleneck Slide bar
"HEAVY WEIGHT GIANT BONE BAR"
The Giant Bone Bar is twice as heavy as ceramic, enabling it to have
powerful sound sustain as only brassware could and due to its exquisite
curve, it ensures outstanding of playability.
Caution
Keep them in a place inaccessible to children.
There is a possiblity of rust gathering.
In case of rust gathering, it can be removed by commercial rust removal.
The product is heavy and solid. Use it with caution so as not to
damage or scrach your guitar.

"Heavy Weight" Giant Bone Bar price: 2,800 yen
< GB402 > Brassware Bottleneck Slide Bar
Made in Japan
To order these items, please look at the "How To Order" page
(http://www.tab-guitar-school.co.jp/E/E-How-To-Order.html).
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